
Filex Galaxy Flex Dual
Crossbar

Symmetric and ergonomic

The Filex Galaxy Flex Dual Crossbar is an ergonomical
solution for symmetry between 2 screens.

This monitor arm combines a smart and compact design. Using the
Beam, you can quickly and easily set two screens to the same height

and depth.

Multiple studies have found that using two or more screens can substantially
improve performance (University of Utah, 2008; Colvin et al., 2004; Czerwinski
et al., 2003).

Placing the monitor too low can increase neck strain. Placing it too high (the top
should not be above eye height) can also cause problems. Even more important
may be the adjustability of the depth, allowing for optimal viewing distance all
the time. This helps you absorb information and causes the least eye strain.
Rather than work in the wrong position, this optimal monitor position is much
more comfortable and increases productivity by 10% (Sommerich et al., 1998).

Easily adjusts 2 screens to the correct position at
the same time

An ergonomic workspace promotes comfort and productivity of computer

workers. Monitor arms are an important element of this process, creating more

room on your workspace and improving your work posture. Using the Beam,

you can quickly and easily set two screens to the same height and depth.

It is important to use a monitor arm: rather than work in the wrong position, an

optimal monitor position is much more comfortable and increases productivity

by 10% (Sommerich et al., 1998).

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://www.bakkerelkhuizen.co.uk/monitor-arms/filex-galaxy-flex-dual-crossbar/


Advantages of the Filex Galaxy Flex Dual Crossbar

Viewing angle
Because of the handle and gas spring, the
screens can be adjusted in height and depth
with just one flick of the wrist. The flexible
VESA head with quick release ensures the
screens can tilt, rotate and turn separately.

Clamp
Because of the wide range of clamps, it is
possible to mount the Filex Galaxy monitor arm
onto most desktops. The desk clamp and cable
space feeder are included.

Rotation stop
The integrated rotation stop in the Filex Galaxy
monitor arm ensures a desk can be placed
against a wall or other desk (desk-to-desk)
without the arms or wall touching.

Dual Beam
The Filex Galaxy Flex Dual Beam combines a
smart and compact design. Using the Beam, you
can quickly and easily set two screens to the
same height and depth.

Circular
All parts are 100% recyclable and made from
100% sustainable materials. Because of the
extensive range from 2 to 12 kg, you will not
need a new gas spring when you use a different
weight screen.

Design
Cable management is included in the Filex
Galaxy series. This ensures a neat and tidy and
professional look. All parts are available in
White, Silver or Black and have a 5 year
warranty.

Specifications

Weight 6.1 kg

Product code: BNEFG809427-S
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Work Smart - Feel Good

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ny32LSlQ37I

